# 30th Annual APPE International Conference

**Virtual Event**

**February 25 - 27, 2021**

***Preliminary Program: All times are US Eastern***

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Time</th>
<th>Session</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>8:30 am to 3:00 pm</td>
<td>APPE RISE®️ (Research Integrity Scholars &amp; Educators) Consortium</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Pre-Conference Workshop</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11:30 am to 1:30 pm</td>
<td>Graduate and Early Career Scholar Pre-Conference Workshop</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3:30 pm to 4:30 pm</td>
<td>Concurrent Session #1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4:45 pm to 6:00 pm</td>
<td><strong>Opening Plenary: Danielle Wenner, PhD</strong> (Carnegie Mellon University) “Dismantling Injustice vs. Reinforcing the Status Quo: How Applied Ethics Must Evolve to be Effective” Sponsored by the Prindle Institute for Ethics (DePauw University)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6:00 pm to 7:00 pm</td>
<td><strong>Opening Reception</strong> Sponsored by the Northern Plains Ethics Institute (North Dakota State University)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7:15 pm to 8:15 pm</td>
<td>Concurrent Session #2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>-------------------</td>
<td>-----------------------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2.1: Michael Smith, “The Intangible Ossuaries: The Ethical Dilemmas that Come with Handling the Data of the Deceased”</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Stephanie Solomon Cargill, Samuel Bruton, Tristan McIntosh, Alison Antes “Who Is Essential and Who Gets to Decide? Moral Dilemmas in the Context of “Essential Research” Orders”</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2.2: Trisha Phillips, “Disciplinary Codes of Ethics and Research Integrity”</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Aidan Cairns, Jonathan Herington, Scott Tanona, and James T. Laverty, “Scientists’ Beliefs about the Causes of Research Misconduct”</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2.3: Rosalyn Berne, Karin Ellison and Kelly Laas, “Past, Present and Future of the OEC (Online Ethics Center)” – Panel Discussion</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2.4: Sarah Hirschfield, “Abortion and Expensive Tastes”</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Marie Joung, “The Period Project at SMU: The Impact of Menstrual Product Availability on a University Campus Community”</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2.5: J. Brooke Hamilton, “Using a Brain Processes Map as a Checklist to Identify and Resolve Ethics Issues in Business, the Professions, Research, and Personal life: New Wrinkles for a Proven Teaching Approach”</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Andrew McAninch, “Moral Distress Across the Professions: Some Parallels and Their Limitations”</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Friday, February 26**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>7:45 am to 8:45 am</th>
<th>Concurrent Session #3</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>3.1: Steven Swartzer, “Traumatic Incarceration”</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Richard Wilson and Michael Schifflett, “Defunding the Police and the Future of Law Enforcement: An Ethical and Anticipatory Ethical Analysis”</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Timothy Shiell, “Free Speech for We: Anti-Orthodoxy and Inclusion in the First Amendment”</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3.4: Joel Ballivian, “What are the chances? Probability and Social Privilege”</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dustin Webster, “The Ethics of Education for Economic Mobility”</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3.5: David Resnik, “Precautionary Reasoning in Environmental and Public Health Policy”</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>9:00 am to 10:30 am</th>
<th>Concurrent Session #4 – Panel Discussions</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Critics: Kendy Hess, Albert Mosely, Earl Spurgin and Per-Eric Milam</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4.2: Nate Olson, Kallee McCullough, and Michael Burroughs, “Pivoting in the COVID Era: Ethics Programming and Virtual Engagement”</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4.3: Elizabeth Heitman, Dennis Cooley, Jennifer Wimberly, and Sophia Fantus, “Health-Related Reporting Solutions for Sex and Gender Minorities as Research Participants”</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4.4: Lisa S. Parker, Kenneth W. Goodman, Annalise Mangone, and Richa Desai, “Ethical Considerations in Personalized Education”</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>10:45 am to 11:45 am</th>
<th>Business Ethics Seminar: Donna K. Flynn, PhD</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Vice President Global Talent, Steelcase</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Maria Ghazal</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sr. Vice President &amp; Counsel, Business Roundtable</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
## Concurrent Session #5

10:45 am to 11:45 am

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Session</th>
<th>Title and Speakers</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>
| 5.1 | Alex Richardson and Michael Vazquez, “Putting Ethics Bowl to Work: Reflections on Dialogical Pedagogy for Professional Ethics Education”  
| 5.2 | Andrew Cullison, “Why Ethics Centers Should Provide Anti-Racist Education”  
Alison J. Kerr, Dayoung Kim, Michael C. Loui, Carla B Zoltowski, Andrew O Brightman, Nicholas D Fila, and Justin L. Hess, “Using Personas for Role-Play Ethics Instruction: An Interactive Demonstration” |
| 5.3 | Jay Carlson, “Moral Testimony and Transformative Experiences: The Case of Peer-mentors in Spinal Cord Injuries”  
Matthew Shea, “The “Ethics” of Clinical Ethics” |
| 5.4 | Clifton Guthrie, “Case Study: Administrative Surveillance of Online Classes”  
Audrey Burnett, “On my Honor: Applying an Ethical Reasoning Framework to a University Honor Council” |
| 5.5 | Sarah Bishop Merrill, “Enhancing the Sick Building Syndrome Discourse: Ventilation”  
Sarah Miller, “Neoliberalism, Moral Precarity, and the Crisis of Care” |

### Noon to 1:30 pm

#### Special Interest Section Lunch Speakers

- **Bioethics**: Joseph J. Fins, MD, MACP, FRCP (Weill Cornell Medical College), “News from Ethics Consults on the Front Lines of the Pandemic”  
sponsored by Saint Louis University Albert Gnaegi Center for Health Care Ethics

- **APPE RISEsm – Research Integrity Scholars & Educators**: Beth Redbird, PhD (Northwestern University), “The Impact of COVID-19 on Social Community and Connection”  


- **Media and Journalism**: David A. Craig, PhD (Presidential Professor and Associate Dean Gaylord College of Journalism and Mass Communication, University of Oklahoma), “The Moral Self in the Media World: Virtue Development Among Emerging Adults”  

### Noon to 1:45 pm

#### Exhibit Hall: Poster Presentations (see page 7) and Sponsor Exhibits

### 2:00 pm to 3:30 pm

#### 30th Anniversary Gala Keynote Address: Anita L. Allen, JD, PhD (Henry R Silverman Professor of Law and Professor of Philosophy, University of Pennsylvania), “How Race Matters to Privacy”  
Sponsored by TRACE

### 3:45 pm to 5:30 pm

#### 30th Anniversary Gala Reception and Social Hour  
Sponsored by the Prindle Institute for Ethics (DePauw University)

### 5:45 pm to 7:00 pm

#### APPE RISEsm Business Meeting (separate meeting platform)

### Saturday, February 27

#### 6:00 am to 7:00 am

#### Concurrent Session #6

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Session</th>
<th>Title and Speakers</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>
| 6.1 | Elizabeth Hildt, “How to shape the future of AI technology?”  
| 6.2 | Robert F. Wachter III, Davide Forcellini, Jessica McManus Warnell, and Kevin Q. Walsh, “Relationship amongst Coastal Hazard Countermeasures and Community Resilience in the Tōhoku Region of Japan following the 2011 Tsunami” |
Allan Njomo and Jessica McManus Warnell, “How Has the Japanese Healthcare System Adjusted to the Aftermath of the 3/11 “Triple” Disaster?”

6.3: Lillian Perkins, “The Practical and Political Importance of Social Metaphysics”
Camilo Andres Ordonez Pinilla and William A. Jimenez-Leal, “Social Reputation Beyond External Vigilance for Fostering Honesty and Prosociality”

6.4: Author meets Critics: Edward Spence, Stoic Philosophy and Technology (Rowman and Littlefield, forthcoming)

7:00 am to 8:15 am
Breakfast with an Author
Federico Zuolo, Animals, Political Liberalism and Public Reason (Palgrave Macmillan 2020), with discussants: Connor Kianpour, Marcus Schultz-Bergin, and Angie Pepper
Chad Painter and Lee Wilkins, Entertaining Ethics: Lessons in Media Ethics from Popular Culture (Rowman & Littlefield 2021)

7:00 am to 8:15 am
First-time and International Attendees Breakfast

9:00 am to Noon
Exhibit Hall: Poster Presentations (see page 7) and Sponsor Exhibits

8:30 am to 9:30 am Concurrent Session #7
7.1: Carson Gehl, “Duties of Justice Versus Humanitarian Duties: Just How Demanding are They?”
7.2: Lukas Chandler, “Clinical Phronesis Through a Webcam? Communication and Trust in the (Virtual) Patient-Professional Relationship”
Shaun Respess, “Caring for Depression: The Limits of Biomedical Treatment”
7.3: David A. Craig, Patrick Lee Plaisance, Chris Roberts, Erin Schauster, Ryan J. Thomas, Katie R. Place, Jin Chen, Yuan Sun, Casey Yetter and Randi Leigh Thomas, “Moral Psychology Profiles of Emerging Adults by Media Major”
Patrick Anderson, “‘It’s not easy to do a WikiLeaks’: A Cypherpunk Approach to Global Media Ethics”
Sophia Fantus, Steven Moore and Rebecca Cole, “Experiences of Moral Distress Before and After COVID-19: Ethical Strategies for Allied Health Professionals”
7.5: Joshua Becker, “Price Optimization or Price Discrimination: How Dynamic Pricing Hurts Minority Consumers”
Deanna Bartee, “The Ethics of Competition”

9:45 am to 10:45 am Concurrent Session #8
8.1: Matthew Mangum, “Teaching the Cognizant Case: When Case Studies in the Classroom Fail”
Marcello Antosh and Alicia Patterson, “Experiential and Participatory Design for Ethics Education”
8.2: Liza Dawson, “Public Health Equipoise and COVID-19 Vaccine Trials”
8.3: Mark Bourgeois, “Responsible Innovation and the Rediscovery of Civic Virtue”
Timothy Loughrist, “Intolerable Ideologies and the Obligation to Discriminate”
8.4: Author meets Critics: Ben Almassi, Reparative Environmental Justice in a World of Wounds
8.5: Kathryn M. Rybka and Gretchen Winter, “Reimagining Professional Responsibility Student Learning Activities for Our New Virtual World”
Joseph Herkert, Yvette Pearson, Jason Borenstein and Keith Miller, “Technology, Ethics, Social Justice, and Equity: Challenges and Opportunities of the COVID-19 Pandemic”

11:00 am to 12:30 pm  
Awards Ceremony

3MT® Award
Undergraduate Paper Award, sponsored by the Poe Center for Business Ethics Education and Research at the University of Florida
Graduate Paper Award, sponsored by the University of Illinois at Urbana-Champaign Gies College of Business and its Center for Professional Responsibility in Business and Society
Early Career Award, sponsored by The Ukleja Center for Ethical Leadership at California State University – Long Beach
C. Christians Award, sponsored by private donation
APPE IEB® 25th Anniversary Essay, sponsored by Villanova University

12:45 pm to 1:45 pm  
Concurrent Session #9

9.1: Tsuriel Rashi, “Committing to Endangerment: Medical Teams in the Age of Corona in Jewish Ethics”
9.2: Gila Yakov and Ilana Kepten, “College Students’ Intuitive Ethical Preparedness toward Innovative Technological Product”
Justin Hess, Dayoung Kim, and Nicholas Fila, “Promoting More Comprehensive Ways of Experiencing Ethical Engineering Practice”
9.3: Dominique Greene-Sanders, “Thought Experiments as a Device of the Ethical Imagination: The Roles of Recollection and Simulation”
Daniel Wueste, “Vestiges, Vagaries, and Verities of Role Morality”
9.4: Matthew Altman, “How Much Ethics Is in ‘Ethics and Compliance’?”
Chad Erpelding, “Corporate Personhood is Art is a Corporation”
9.5: Rebecca Chan and Jordan Liz, “Professional (Dis)Honesty”

2:00 pm to 3:30 pm  
Concurrent Session #10 – Panel Discussions

10.1: Kory Trott, Cristen Jandreau and Barbara DeCausey, “Research Ethics and Compliance: Internal Quality Improvement to Support Ethical Research and Innovation”
10.2: C. K. Gunsalus, Alison J. Kerr, Jarvis Smallfield, Elizabeth A. Luckman, Dena Plemmons, Brande Faupell and Susan Muirhead, “Elevating Cultures of Excellence”
10.3: Mark Doorley, Allison Covey, Kristyn Sessions and Audra Goodnight, “Distance Learning in a Pandemic: Ethical Challenges/Opportunities”
10.4: Ed Carr, “Proof of Concept - APPE Corporate Ethics Bowl (APPE CEB)”
10.5: Jason Eberl, Gregory Pence, Yolanda Wilson, Joseph Stramondo and Kenneth Goodman, “The Brave New World of Post-Pandemic Bioethics”

2:00 pm to 3:30 pm  
APPE’s Next 30 Years of Scholars: Mentors and Early Scholars in Dialogue (no additional fee, but pre-registration required)
Sponsored by University of Miami Ethics Programs

3:45 pm to 5:15 pm  
Concurrent Session #11 – Panel Discussions

11.1: Jess Miner and Deni Elliot, “Ethics Across the Nation: How Colleges and Universities in the U.S. Signal Commitment to Ethics Education”

11.3: Jun Fudano, Chien Chou and In Jae Lee, “Promoting Research Integrity (RI) and Implementing Educational Programs for Responsible Conduct of Research (RCR) in East Asia: Issues and Challenges in Taiwan, Korea, and Japan”


Poster Presentations
1. Mark Herman, “Improving Ethical Decision-Making Course”
2. Laura Kicklighter, “Ethics, Equity and Inclusion in Online Spaces: Analysis and Recommendations for Hybrid Course Delivery at Liberal Arts Universities”
3. Gia Mukherjee, “Maintaining Research Integrity during the COVID-19 Pandemic”
5. Tyler Rosen, “The Emergence of College Athletic Activism”

3MT & Pecha Kucha Presentations
PK: Shiyu Yang, Qiong Jing Hu and Jihyeon Kim, “Leaders on a moral pedestal: A cross-cultural comparison of lay theories of leadership private morality in the United States and China”

Conference End

Saturday Evening, Feb 27 and Sunday Feb 28

25th Annual APPE Intercollegiate Ethics Bowl®
Separate conference platform

Sunday, Feb 28, 10:00 am to Noon

APPE RISE®/NSF Collaboration: Update & Next Steps
Separate meeting platform

Flash Presentations

(Accessible any time)

Biomedical and Health Care Ethics

Sarah Dawod, “Cultivating a Bioethical Ethos in Physicians: Difficulties Surrounding Didactic Instruction”
Elizabeth Dietz, “Migrant DNA Testing and the Limits of Informed Consent”
Derek Estes, “Dignified Bioethics: What is Lost if We Dispense with Dignity?”
Anthony Flood, “Public Policy concerning COVID-19 and the Principle of Double Effect: Some Considerations”
Jeffrey Fry, “Sport, Covid-19, and Acceptable Risk”
Donovan van der Haak, “Moral Enhancement, Biomedicine and Fallible Convictions”
Dane Joseph, “Trolleys, A Fat Man, and Face Masks: Using Thought Experiments to Address COVID Pandemic Ethics Problems”
Erryk Katayama, “Moral Significance of Brain Organoids and Artificial Intelligence”
Ilana Kepten, Gila Yakov and Ghinwa Ballan-Abboud, “Alter Human Aging via Senescence Modulating Drugs; Looking for Ethical Clinical Research Approach”
Ryan Kulesa, “Conscientious Objection: Against the ‘Legal, Expected, Standard, and Patient Interest’ Conditions”
Joseph Lee and Elizabeth Heitman, “An Online Policy Library for Clinical Ethics at the End of life”
Kathleen Lowenstein, “Physician-Assisted Suicide and Psychiatric Illness: Thinking Autonomy in Practice” Maya Mehta and Ana Iltis, “Improving Reproductive Care for Women with Kidney Disease”
Mark Phillips, “The Ethics of Emerging Technologies in the Diagnosis and Treatment of PTSD Among Service Members”
Edward Carr, “Ethics or Compliance or ‘Ethics and Compliance’: How Do Organizations Choose the Right Name and Focus Areas for Their Program?”
Sarah E. Carter, “Improving Notice: the Argument for a Flexible, Multi-value Approach to Privacy Notice Design”
Lisa Grover, “Can a Bad Person Be a Good Human Resources Professional?”
Jessica McManus Warnell, “Designing a New Course on Women & Inclusive Leadership in Business”
Aive Pevkour, “Professional Ethics for Entrepreneurs: Challenges and Possibilities”
Annemarie Spadafore, “But I Looked Up To You: Irrationality and the ‘Dark Side’ of Transformational Leadership, and its Implications for Business Ethics”
Thomas White, “Moral Failure: Corporate Citizenship in a Time of Crisis”
Richard Wilson and Ion Iftimie, “AI, Cloud Computing, and Anticipatory Business Ethics”

Business and Professional Ethics and Compliance
Andrew Allison, “Overcoming the Double-Title to Property Problem in Fractional-Reserve Banking”
Nicholas Browning, Ejae Lee, Young Eun Park, Taeyoung Kim, and Ryan Collins, “Muting or Meddling? Advocacy as a Relational Communication Strategy Affecting Organization–Public Relationships and Stakeholder Response”
Edward Carr, “Ethics or Compliance or ‘Ethics and Compliance’: How Do Organizations Choose the Right Name and Focus Areas for Their Program?”
Sarah E. Carter, “Improving Notice: the Argument for a Flexible, Multi-value Approach to Privacy Notice Design”
Lisa Grover, “Can a Bad Person Be a Good Human Resources Professional?”
Jessica McManus Warnell, “Designing a New Course on Women & Inclusive Leadership in Business”
Aive Pevkour, “Professional Ethics for Entrepreneurs: Challenges and Possibilities”
Annemarie Spadafore, “But I Looked Up To You: Irrationality and the ‘Dark Side’ of Transformational Leadership, and its Implications for Business Ethics”
Thomas White, “Moral Failure: Corporate Citizenship in a Time of Crisis”
Richard Wilson and Ion Iftimie, “AI, Cloud Computing, and Anticipatory Business Ethics”

Ethics in Education
Ted Bitner and Haley Thompson, “Exploring Moral Development of Children in a Day-Camp Setting: An Empirical Study”
Christian Early, “Ethical Reasoning in a Pandemic World: Using the 8 Key Questions”
Elizabeth Whiting Pierce, “Low Income College Students’ Family Responsibilities Lie in a Professorial Moral Blindspot”
Tyler Rosen, “Changing Landscape: The Emergence of College Athletic Activism”
Daniel Schiff, Jonna Lee, Jason Borenstein and Ellen Zegura, “Does Community Engagement in College Shape Social Responsibility Attitudes? Evidence from a Longitudinal Study”
Paul Wagner, “Teachers: No Need to Moralize”
Mallory Wietrzynkowski, “Aristotelian Sportsmanship: Reinstating Sportsmanship into Youth Sports Through Virtue Ethics”
Environmental Ethics
Senem Saner and Jessica Manzo, “Respect, Resourcefulness, and Empathy: What Children’s Books Can Teach Us about Environmental Ethics”
Tyler Waltz, “Horizon Planning and Emerging Problems in the Prairie Pothole Region”

Journalism and Media Ethics
Rodney Carveth, “The Hunter Biden Controversy: Should the Media Have Covered the Story”
Kate Edenborg, Debra Fisher, Lee Anne Peck, Rusty Cunningham and Bastiaan Vanacker, “Community Journalism and Conflicts of Interest: Filling the Paper when the Newsroom is Empty”

STEM Ethics and Research Integrity
Jonathan Beever, Stephen Kuebler and Jordan Collins, “Where Ethics is Taught: An Institutional Epidemiology”
Rosalyn Berne, “Developing and Teaching a New Course on “Race Matters in Engineering and Technology”
Stephanie Clauseen, Brent Jesiek, Carla Zoltowski and Shiloh Howland, “Early Career Engineers’ Views of Ethics and Social Responsibility: Project Overview”
Elaine Englehardt, Michael Pritchard, Kingsley Reeves, Grisselle Centeno, Michelle Hughes-Miller and Susan LeFrancois, “Ethics Training: Cultivating an Ethical Engineer Identity”
Zhen-Rong Gan, “A Study on Teaching a Course of Research Integrity in General Education”
Yiyang Gao and Patricia Mabrouk, “How Do Faculty and Their Graduate Students Engage in Ethical Decision Making on Authorship and Related Issues: A Case Study”
Linda Macdonald Glenn, Parker Nolen and Tyler Jaynes, “Beyond the IRB: TERBo™ Powered Guidance”
Elizabeth Hoppe, “Hindsight is 20/20: Anticipatory Technology Ethics and the Boeing 737 MAX”
Gregory Kelly, “Accountability in Research Through the Years Text Mining to Characterize the Evolution of Research Integrity Issues”
Susan Kennedy, “Mitigating Harmful AI: A Professional Licensing Scheme for Data Scientists”
Caleb Linville, Jonathan Herington, James T. Laverty and Scott Tanona, “Science Before Ethics: Scientist’s Conceptions of the Relationship between Ethical and Epistemic Values”
Rohan Meda and Joseph Vukov, “Brain-Computer Interfaces and Action: Who is to Blame?”
Christine Miller, Kelly Laas, Stephanie Taylor, Eric M. Brey and Elisabeth Hildt, “Characterizing Lab Culture: Exploring the Relationship Between Lab Culture and Ethics through interview Analysis”
Eric Scarffe and Katherine Valde, “Impartiality isn’t Impartial: Gender, Race, Law and Science”
Elise Smith, “Reimagining the Peer-review System for Translational Health Science”
Leslie Thornton-O’Brien, Cristen Jandreau, Quinn Steen and Caley Dugan, “Research Administration Ethics in a Global Pandemic Panel Discussion”
Richard Tuggle, “Science Fiction as a Lens on Ethics for Modern Military Leaders: Reframing Maritime Issues in the South China Sea”
Qin Zhu, Stephen Rea, Dean Nieusma and Kylee Shiek, “Hidden Ethics Curriculum in the Professional Formation of Engineers: Learning from Medical Ethics Education”

Social Ethics
Cara Biasucci and Robert Prentice, “Behavioral Ethics in Practice: Why We Sometimes Make the Wrong Decisions”
Christopher Bobier, “The Virtuous Person Does Eat Meat?”
Dennis Cooley, “It’s Because No One Likes You: How a Few Experts Can Destroy Professional Ethicists' Credibility”
Kevin Cutright, “Empathy's Epistemic Benefit”
Pujarini Das, “Reciprocal Freedom and Responsibility: An Interpretation of the Sartrean Approach”
Matt Deaton, “Public Speaking for Ethicists”
Rachel Dichter, “Intuitionistic Elements in Aristotle”
Suddhasatwa Guharoy, “Hope on the Horizon of (Dis)trust: Democracy, Empowerment and the Changing Media Scene”
Chelsea Haramia, “Against a Skeptical Account of Extraterrestrial Values”
Howard Harris, “Rene Girard’s concept of the scapegoat and public responses to seemingly intractable grand challenges”
Calvin Hasti, “Intent and Reasonableness in Rape Law”
Sarah LaChance Adams, “Pedagogies of Civic and Social Engagement”
Marie Le Blevenne, “Do Victims of Injustice Have a Fairness-Based Duty to Resist Them?”
Maud van Lier, “Trust and the Computational Turn: Why the Computational Turn in the History of Ideas Makes a Conversation about Trust Necessary”
Augusta Moore, “Rethinking Indoctrination As Essential for Civic Virtue Education”
Brad Morris, “Autonomy and the Justification of Wage Transparency”
Peter Rose-Barry, “Orwell’s Egalitarianism”
David Slakter, “On Adultery as Abuse”
Zhan Su, Yiyu Ning and Helet Botha, “The (Non-)Politics of Basketball in China: Adam Silver’s Dilemma in the Wake of Daryl Morrey’s Controversial Tweet”
Kazuki Watanabe, “Bernard Williams’ Critique of Utilitarianism Reconsidered”
Kevin Watson, “Alienation, Integrity, and Sophisticated Responses to Crises”
Preston Werner, “Political Philosophy Through Guided Practice: A Case Study in Anarchism”
Katherine Wilburn and Ralph Wilburn, “Measuring Business Efforts to Meet ‘Ethical Rights’ U.N. Sustainable Development Goals”
Richard Wilson and Ion Iftimie, “QAnon, Social Media Warfare, and Conspiracy Theories: An Ethical and Anticipatory Ethical Analysis”

GOLD SPONSOR

TRACE Anti-Bribery Compliance Solutions

SILVER SPONSORS

THE PRINDLE INSTITUTE for Ethics | DEPAUW | SIEMENS

UNIVERSITY OF MIAMI ETHICS PROGRAMS